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The government in Colonial Maryland was very strict. It had an absolute proprietor who could simply make his own laws. This made it difficult to recruit colonists and some parts of the rights of an English Citizen were restored by Lord Baltimore. The Catholics in Colonial Maryland celebrated Christmas as the birth of Jesus Christ.


The settlers in early colonial Maryland had to form a new legal system while remaining in-sync with the contemporary laws of England. This book looks at how one group of settlers, women, negotiated their place in society via this new legal system. Drawing on the work of Lois Green Carr and Lorena Walsh, this book begins with an understanding that women had more rights in the earliest years of the colony than they did in mother England. They used this status, along with a changing legal system, to establish a place for themselves in the new society. Since arriving in Maryland ten years previous, this petitioner had appeared before the Provincial Court no less than two dozen times, as plaintiff, defendant, and attorney. There was one other noteworthy fact about this individual.
The French lost all of their land in North America. Many of the area settlers were forced to leave their homes, and many stayed behind to fight for their country. However, British rule was already set to dominate North America. To make up for Spain losing Florida, they received Louisiana, which at that time was New Orleans and all the French land that was to the west of the Mississippi River. After allocating this land, the French had none left in North America. Also, in the West Indies, the French forfeited Tobago, Dominica, Grenada, and St. Vincent, which was most of what they had in the area. Basically, the Peace of Paris of 1763 left the French with nothing, and that was the goal. The people of the Americas were also affected by the ending of the French and Indian War. Presentation on theme: "V. EARLY COLONIAL LIFE A. ECONOMY B. NEW SOCIETY C. DEMOCRACY D. LITERATURE." Presentation transcript: 1 V. early colonial life a. economy b. new society C. democracy D. literature. Position in society determined by economics: upper: plantation owners wealthy merchants puritan clergy middle: independent farmers craftsmen/tradesmen shopkeepers lower: indentured servants slaves with exception of african-americans, everybody had the opportunity to improve their standard of living.